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Noncharacteristic mixed problems for ideal incompressible 
magnetohydrodynamics 

W. M. ZAJ;\CZKOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE EQUATIONS of magnetohydrodynamics describing a motion of an ideal incompressible and 
infinite conductive fJuid are considered. First, we replace these equations by two kinds of equa
tions: 1) a system of symmetric hyperbolic equations and 2) a Poisson equation and then the well
posed mixed problems are formulated. Next, using the results about the existence of solutions 
of symmetric hyperbolic equations, the existence of local solutions to the above problems is 
proved by using the method of successive approximations. Moreover, these solutions belong 
to such spaces that equations of magnetohydrodynamics are satisfied classically. 

W pracy badane S<l r6wnania magnetohydrodynamiki opisuj(lce ruch idealnej, niescisliwej 
i nieskonczenie przewodZ(lcej cieczy. Najpierw, zast~puj(lc te r6wnania przez dwa rodzaje r6wnan 
1) uklad symetrycznie hiperboliczny i 2) r6wnanie Poissona, znaleziono dobrze postawione 
problemy mieszane. Nast~pnie uzywaj(lc rezultat6w dotycZ'lcych istnienia rozwi(lzan dla ukladu 
symetrycznego hiperbolicznego, pokazano istnienie lokalnych rozwi(lzan powy:iszych problem6w 
stosuj(lc metod~ kolejnych przyblii:en. Ponadto otrzymane rozwi(lzania nalez(l do przestrzeni, 
w kt6rych r6wnania magnetohydrodynamiki SCl spelnione klasycznie. 

B pa6oTe H:ccne~yroTcH ypaaHeHHH MarHeTorH~o~HHaMH.KH olllfcbmaroll(lle ~BH>HeHJie H~e
aJILHoii, HeC»<HMaeMoH H c 6ecKoHetiHoM: npoao~HMOCTLIO »<H~oCTH. CHal!ana, aaMeHHH 3TH 

ypaBHeHHH ~BYMH po~aMH ypaaHeHHH: 1) CHMMeTpHlleCKU nmep6oJIHqeCKOH CHCTeMOH H 2) 
ypaBHeHHeM TiyaCCOHa, HaH~eHbl KOppeKTHO ITOCTaBJieHHhie CMeWaHHbie 33~:?-l!H. 3aTeM
HCITOJib3YH pe3yJibT3Tbl 0 cymeCTBOBaHHH peweHHH ~JIH CHMMeTpRliHOH rHTiep6o.JllflleCKOH 

CHCTeMbi, ITOKa3aHo cymeCTBOBaHHC JIOKaJILHbiX pemeHHH BbillleynoMHHYTbiX 3a~all, npH
MeHHH MeTo~ nocJie~oBaTeJILHbiX npu6JIH>I<eHitii. KpoMe 3Toro noJIYlJeHHLie pemeHHH npH

Ha.n;Jie»<aT K TaKHM npocrpaHCTBaM, liTO ypaaHeHHH MarneTorugpo~HHaMHKH y~oBJieTBopeHbi 
KJiaCCHlleCKJt. 

1. Introduction 

IN THIS PAPER we consider initial-boundary value problems to equations of magneto
hydrodynamics describing the motion of an ideal incompressible fluid (see [1]): 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

B,+v · VB-B · Vv = 0, 

1 
v,+v · Vv+Vp+ -

4
- - BxrotB = f, 
neo 

divE= 0, 

divv = 0 

in a bounded domain Q c R3, where B is the magnetic induction, v is the velocity, p is 
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462 W. M. ZAJ~CZKOWSKI 

the pressure, f is the external force and eo is the constant density. As initial conditions 
we assume 

(1.5} 

(1.6) 

hence (1.3) and (1.4) imply 

(1.7) 

vlt=O = Vo(x), 

Blt~o = Bo(x), 

divv0 = 0, div B0 = 0. 

Our aim is to add such boundary conditions to the problem (l.l)+ (1.6) that the obtained 
problems will be well-posed (for which theorems of uniqueness are valid). To do this we 
replace the problem by a system of problems for which well-posedness is well known, 
so we can prescribe suitable boundary data. Then, using the method of successive approxi
mations we shall prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions. 

Using the identity BxrotB = ~ V B2
- B · VB, introducing the to~al pressure 

(1.8) 

and the new quantities 

(1.9) W= 

1 
q=p+--B2 

8neo 

B 
I ' 

y4neo 

we write Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) in the following matrix form: 

3 

1.10) Eut+},; A 1Ux1 = F, 
1=1 

where u = (v, w) and 

Vt 0 0 -Wt 

1 0 0 Vt 0 0 

E= 
1 

At = 
0 0 v, 0 

-w, 0 0 Vt 

0 0 -Wt 0 0 
0 0 -wt 0 

Moreover, Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) imply the initial conditions 

(I.ll) 

0 0 
-wt 0 

0 -w, 
0 0 
Vt 0 
0 Vt 

For a given q Eqs. (1.10) are symmetric and nonlinear. To formulate boundary conditions 
for Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11) we use the results of [2]. 
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NONCHARACTERISTIC MIXED PROBLEMS FOR IDEAL INCOMPRPSSmLE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS 463 

However, at first we have to formulate an equation for q. Using Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) 
in Eq. (1.2) one has 

(1.12) v,+v · Vv-w · Vw = - Vq+f. 

Applying the divergence operator to the equation and using Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), one gets 

3 

(1.13) LJq = divf- ~ (v, vJ -w, wJ ), .L.J •x1 •x1 •x1 •x1 
1,)=1 

so the boundary conditions to the Poisson equation (1.13) must also be determined. 
Therefore, we replace Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) by Eqs. (1.10) and (1.13). Inversely, we see 

that Eqs. (1.10) imply Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). But Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) must be not satisfied. 
Hence we have to find equations which imply Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). To do this we apply 
the divergence operator to the system (1.10) and using Eq. (1.13) we get 

3 

(1.14) Xr+ ~ BtXx, = 0, 
i=l 

( v~, -w1) 
where x = ('YJ, IJ), 'YJ = div v, {} = divw, Bi = , i = 1, 2, 3. Moreover 

-Wi, Vt 

Eq. (1.7) gives 

(1.15) Xlt=O = 0. 

Therefore we have to consider our problem in the case when Eqs. (1.14) and (1.15) have 
only zero solution, because then Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied. In the case of the Cauchy 
problem (Q = R3) the problem (1.14), (1.15) has only zero solution if ViJ w1, i = 1, 2, 3, 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 (see Theorem 4.1). In the case of a bounded fJ 
our aim is to find all and such possible boundary conditions to Eqs. (1.1 0), (1.11) and (1.13) 
that the problem (1.14), (1.15) would have only zero solutions. This is equivalent to the 
fact that the obtained mixed problems to Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are well posed. 

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sect. 2 four different well-posed mixed 
problems (A 1), ••. , (A4 ) are formulated. The problems are obtained by replacing the basic 
equations (1.1) + (1.4) by a system of two problems: (I) hyperbolic mixed problems (2.3), 
(2) Dirichlet-Neumann problems (2.9), (2.12), {2.20), (2.21) to the Poisson equation (1.13), 
where we have added boundary data (2.3h and (2.9). Next the integral type compatibility 
conditions (2.22) implied by Eqs. (1.3), (1.4) give us correct well posed problems for our 
equations of magneto-hydrodynamics. We choose two problems: (P1) and (P2). In Sect. 
4 using the results of [2] the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the problem (1) is 
proved. At last, in Sect. 5, using the method of successive approximations the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to the problems (P1), (P2 ) is shown. We prove the existence 
of classical solutions. Section 3 has an auxiliary character. 

The author thanks the referee for very essential remarks. 
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464 w. M. ZAJJ\CZKOWSKI 

2. Boundary conditions 

To formulate boundary conditions for the problem (1.1)+ (1.6) we have to find bound
ary data not only for the hyperbolic problem (1.10), (1.11) but also to the problem (1.14), 
(1.15), simultaneously. As it follows from [2], to find boundary conditions to the hyper
bolic problems (1.10), (1.11) and (1.14), (1.15) we must analyse characteristic polynomials 
of the matrices 

3 

-A,= -2 A1n1, 

1=1 

3 

-B, = -2 B,n, where n1, i = 1, 2, 3, 
1=1 

are coordinates of ii which is the unit outward vector normal to the boundary. These 
characteristic polynomials have the forms 

(2.1) 
det( -A,- ).E)= [(A+v,)2 -w;]3 = 0, 

det(-B,-Al) = (A+v,)2 -w; = 0, 

where I = (~ ~), v. = v · 1i, "'• = w · 1i. Therefore we have the following eigenvalues : 

(2.2) A=F = -v,.+wn. 
We shall restrict our considerations to the noncharacteristic boundary only so det A,# 0 
in the neighbourhood of the boundary what is equivalent to that ).=-= :f: 0 in the neighbour
hood of the boundary. The case of characteristic boundary for linearized magnetohydro
dynamics was considered in [3]. 

The mixed problems to the hyperbolic equations (1.10) and (1.14) are formulated in 
the following forms: 

3 

Lu = Eut+ 2 A1(u)ux, = F, 
i=l 

(2.3) ult=O = Uo, 

Mulan = g 

and 
3 

Kx = Ixt+ 2 Bt(u)xx, = 0, 
1=1 

(2.4) xlr.o = 0, 

NxlaD =h. 

Now, analysing the signs of eigenvalues (2.2) and using the results of [2] we find the form 
of boundary matrices M and N. We can distinguish the following possibilities: 

(C1) ;._ > 0, ).+ > 0 on aD, 
what can be satisfied if v,la.a < -lw,!la.a. A particular case is v,lo.a < 0, w,lan = 0. 
Therefore M = E, N =I: 

;._ < 0, ;.+ > 0 on aD, 
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NONCHARACTERISTIC MIXED PROBLEMS FOR IDEAL INCOMPRESSmLE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS 465 

what can be satisfied if -wnla.a < Vnla.a < wnla.a and wnla.a > 0. As a particular case we 
have vnla.a = 0, wnla.a > 0. Knowing that the boundary data which belong to eigenspaces 
corresponding to positive eigenvalues of matrices either -An or - Bn, respectively, must be 
prescribed only, we consider ker (An+A+E) = {e1 ,e2 ,e3 }, where e1 = {1,0,0, 1,0,0), . 

3 

e2 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0), e3 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), so M = }; ei®ei. Moreover, ker(Bn+ 
i=l 

+ A+l) = {(1, 1) }, so N = (1, 1). 

A_ > 0, A+ < 0 on o!J, 

what is satisfied for wnla.a < Vnla.a < -wnla.a, so wnla.a < 0. As a particular case we have 
Vnla.a = O,wnlan < 0. In this case we describe ker(An+A_E)= {e4 ,e5 ,e6 }, where 

6 

e4 = (1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0), e5 = (0, 1, 0, 0, -1, 0), e6 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, -1), so M = .2; ei®· 
i=4 

®ei. Moreover, ker (Bn+A_l)= {(1, -1)}, soN= (1, -1). At last we consider the 
case of negative eigenvalues 

A_ < 0, A+ < 0, 

which takes place for Vnla.a > lwnla.al· As a particular case we have Vnla.a > 0, wnla.a = 0. 
In this case M = 0, N = 0, so no boundary data must be prescribed. Summarizing the 
above considerations, we get 

M=E r 0 0 I 0 ~) (2.5) M= 010 01 
0 0 1 0 0 r 0 0 

-1 0 

J) M = 0 1 0 0 -1 
0 0 1 0 0 

M=O 

Hence using the problem (2.5) instead of the problem (2.3)3, we obtain 

ulan = (b, d) for (C1) 

(2.6) (v +w)la.a = rx for (C2), 

(v-w)la.a = {J for (CJ), 

where g is equal to b, d, IX, and {J, respectively. Moreover, we have 

N=l for (Ct), 

N = (1, 1) for (Cz), 
(2.7) 

N= (1, -1) for (CJ), 

N=O for (C4), 
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therefore, assuming h = 0 in Eq. (2.4)3 , we have 

divvla.O = divwla.o = 0 for (C1), 

(2.8) div(v+w)la.o = 0 

div(v-w)la.o = 0 

for (C2). 

for (C3). 

w. M. ZAJf\CZKOWSKI 

Consequently, the problem (2.4), (2.7), (2.8) (h = 0) implies x = 0 (see Theorem 4.1}, 
so Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied. 

However, the boundary conditions (2.8) are not justified. We shall obtain them by 
formulating boundary data for the Poisson equation (1.13). 

In the case (C4} we haven't any conditions in Eqs. (2.8) so we have some arbitrariness 
in prescribing boundary data for Eq. (1.13). Therefore we assume that 

(2.9) qia.o = n, 

where n: is a given function. 
To formulate boundary conditions to Eq. (1.13) for the cases (C1}, (C2), (C3}, curvi

linear coordinates in the neighbourhood of an must be introduced. Let n(x), "T1 (x}, "T2 (x) 
be orthonormal vectors determined in the neighbourhood of an SUCh that for X E an n(x) 
is a unit outward vector normal to an and :r 1 (x), i 2 (x) are tangent to an. Let n(x), 
-r1(x}, -r2(x) be an orthonormal system of curvilinear coordinates corresponding to the 
above vectors such that n(x) = 0 describes an locally and then -rl(x), -r2(x) are locally 
parameters on an. Moreover, the following relations are valid: 

_ 1 a · 
n·V =--, 

:Yt'11 an i,·V =-1-~ :K, a-r:, , i = 1, 2, 

where :?f't, i = 1, 2, :Yt'11 are Lame's coefficients. Using the curvilinear coordinates, we 
can write the equation diva = 0 in the form 

2 

(2.10) n · Van+a11 divn+ _2; (i1 • Va-r,+a-r,div"T1) = 0, 
1=1 

where 0 11 =a· ii, a-r, =a· T;, i = 1, 2. 
Let us consider the case (C1). Projecting the normal component of Eq. (1.12) on an, 

using Eq. (2.6)1 and the projection of Eq. (2.10) on an for a = v and a= w, we obtain 

(2.11) 

2 2 

- J; (b-r1T; · Vb11 -d.r
1
T1 • Vd11)+b11 [bndivn+ ,2; (i1 • Vb-r,+b-r,divi;) 

i=l i=l 

2 

-divvla.o]-dn[d11 divii+ ,2; (T, · Vd-r,+d-r,divi,)-divwla.o]. 
1=1 
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To determine Eq. (2.8)1 , we assume the following condition: 

{2.12) -..1-- ~nq l = .fnla.o-bn,t+ ± (b · Vnkbk-d· Vnkdk) 
.:n n a.o k= 1 

2 2 

- ,2: (b-r/i1 • Vbn-d-r,T1 • Vdn)+bn[bndivn+ ,2: (i1 • Vb-r,+bT,div"T,)] 
i=l i=l 

2 

-dn[dndivn+ 2 {T1 • Vd.r,+dr,divr,)j. 
1=1 

Comparing Eq. (2.11) with Eq. (2.12), we see that Eq. (2.8)1 is not implied, so we project 

the normal component of Eq. (1.1) on o!J and use Eqs. (2.6)1 and (2.10). Therefore we get 

2 

(2.13) d"•r + ,2: (b,,"i,· Vdn-dT/i1 • Vbn)-b · Viid+d· Vnb 
i=l 

2 

+bn[divwlaJ;-(dndivn+ ,2: (i1 • Vd-r,+dr,divr,)}] 
i=l 

2 

-dn[divvla.o-(bndivn-f: 2: (T,· Vb-r,+b-r1diVT1))] = 0. 
i= l 

Assuming the compatibility condition 

2 

(2.14) dn,r + ,2: (br,"i1 • Vdn-dr,i1 • Vbn)-b · Vnd+d · Vnb 
i=l 

2 

+ 2: [T,· (dnVbT1-bnVdr,}+(dnbT1-h11 dr,)div"T,] = 0, 
i=l 

by comparison of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14) with Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13), respectively, we get 

(2.15) 

so Eq. (2.8)1 is satisfied because b; -d; -:/: 0 (see the relation (C1)). 

To obtain boundary conditions for the cases (C2 ) and (C3}, we must reformulate 
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.12). Taking the sum and difference of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.12), we obtain, 
respectively, 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(v+w)r+(v-w) · V(v+w) = f-Vq, 

(v-w)t+(v+w) · V(v-w) = f- Vq. 

In the case (C2), in order to obtain the condition (2.8h we have to use Eq. (2.16). Projec
ting the normal components of Eq. (2.16) on o!J and using Eq. (2.6)2 , we get 

(2.18) 1 aql' ~ 
-aU) ~ = .fnla.o-an,t+ LJ (v-w) · Vnka" 
.:fln una.o k=1 
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(2.18) 
[cont.] 

w. M. ZAJJ\CZKOWSKJ 

2 

-}; (v-w)-r,Ti · Vccn- (v-w)nn · V(v+w)n· 
i= 1 

Using Eq. (2.10) for a= v+w and Eq. (2.6)2 , the last term in Eq. (2.18) can be replaced 
by expressions with IX. Hence one gets 

(2.19) ~ ~!I =.fnla.a-e<n,t+ i;(v-w)·Vnkcck- i;(v-co)-r1T1 ·Vccn 
n an k=l i=l 

2 

-(v-w)n(div(v+co)laa-ccndivn-}; (r1 • Vccr,+e<-r1divr,)]. 
i=l 

Demanding the boundary condition in the form 

(2.20) ~. ~! I.,= !.Ia,- <X,,,+~ (v-ro) · Vn,<X,- t (v-ro),,T, · V<X, 

2 

+(v-co)n[ccndivn+}; {T1 ·Vee-r,+ 1Xr1divrJ],. 
i= 1 

we obtain that Eq. ~.8h is satisfied because (vn-wn)laa :f:. 0, what follows from the rela
tion (C2). In the case (C3) similarly as above by using Eqs. (2.17) and (2.6)3 , we get 

(2.21) 

2 

+(v+w)n[fJndivn+}; (T1 • V,8r
1
+,8r

1
div:r,)] 

i=l 

and (v+w)ndiv(v-w)laa = 0 so by (C3) it follows that Eq. (2.8h is satisfied. 
Summarizing, our problem is replaced by a system of two problems: mixed problems 

for symmetric hyperbolic equations (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) and Dirichlet-Neumann problems · 
(2.9), (2.12), (2.20), (2.21) for the Poisson equation (1.13). Moreover, the boundary con
ditions (2.12), (2.20), (2.21) imply Eq. (2.8) so from the hyperbolic problems (2.4), (2.7), 
(2.8) it follows that Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied. Therefore we have obtained the 
following types of mixed problems: 

(A1) (2.3), (2.5) 1 , (2.6)b (1.13), (2.12), (2.14); 

(A2 ) (2.3), (2.5) 2 , (2.6) 2 , (1.13), (2.20); 

(A3 ) (2.3), (2.5) 3 , (2.6) 3 , (1.13), (2.21); 

(J\4) (2.3), (2.5)4, (2.6)4, (1.13), (2.9). 

In order to prove the existence of solutions of our problem, the above formulation suggests 
the method of successive approximations. However, Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), which do not 
explicitly occur in the problems (J\ 1)+ (J\4), must be satisfied. They imply the following 
compatibility conditions: 
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{2.22) J v,(s, t)ds = 0, 
an 

J w,(s, t)ds = 0, 
f}!J 

which have a global character. Now, considering the problems (C1) 7 (C4) we see that 

v,lan < 0 for (C1), v, lan > 0 for (C4), 

w,lan > 0 for (C2), w,lan < 0 for (C3), 
(2.23) 

therefore Eq. (2.22) implies that we have to consider domains with a boundary which con

sists of at least two disjoint parts with different kinds of boundary data coorresponding 
to different initial-boundary value problems (A 1) 7 (A4). Considering the boundary 

composed of disjoined parts helps us to omit real difficulties connected with a jump of 
either v, or w, which must appear in the case of a connected boundary (see Eq. (2.23)). 

The last possibility implies that we have to look for solutions v, w in a class of noncontinu
ous functions because they have jumps on the boundary, but it is not possible because 

proving the existence the nonlinearity of our problems needs more! regularity. These 
jumps can be avoided if we consider domains with edges (dihedral angles). However, 
in this case we are faced with difficult problems solving boundary problems to the elliptic 

equation and mixed problems to hyperbolic equations in domains with dihedral angles 
(see for example [4, 5]). 

In the end we have to examine a condition which selects the problems from the set 
(A1) 7 (A4) which may be considered simultaneously. We recall that the problems (A1) 7 

7 (A3) enclose the Neumann problem to the Poisson equation (1.13).Therefore, to solve such 
a problem a compatibility condition is needed. By some examples we show why this con
dition cannot be satisfied. Let us assume that on a part S, of the boundary the condition 
(A,) is given, v = I, 2, 3, 4. Let us consider the problem (A2), (A3), so (}Q = S2uS3 

and S2nS3 = 0. In this case the condition (2.22) can be satisfied (see Eq. (2.23)). From 
Eq. (1.13) we have 

{2.24) 

Using Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), we see that Eq. (2.24), besides the given boundary data con
tains traces of unknown quantities v and w. Hence we do not known how to satisfy Eq. 
(2.24). Similar considerations can be done in other cases in which the problems (A1) 7 (A3) 

appear only. Therefore we assume: 

(2.25) Equation (1.13) with the Neumann condition only will not be considered 

in this paper. 

Summarizing the above considerations, we shall restrict ourselves to the following 
two kinds of problems: 

(P2) (A2, A3, A4), oQ = S2uS3uS4, S2nS3 = 0, S2nS4 = 0, S3nS4 =0, 

-where the boundary data are prescribed in such a way that Eq. (2.22) is satisfied. 
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3. Notations 

To simplify the next considerations we introduce the following spaces and notations. 
At first we introduce the ordinary Sobolev spaces H 5 (Q"r) with the norm 

T 

lluiiH'<.aT) = ( ~ f f ID~. xul 2 dxdtr
12

, 
l•l..;;so n 

where 

a"o a"1 a ... 
D" ----- -- lvl=vo+vt+ ... +v,., !JT=!Jx[O.T]. t,x - at"o . ax';_1 • • • ax:• ' ' ' 

and v is the multi-index. Similarly spaces H"(Q), H"( aQr) can be introduced. The norms 
of spaces H 8(Q), H 8(D"r), H 8(aQ1) will be denoted by II lls,n, II lls,.QT, II lls,anr, respec
tively. Moreover, we introduce L 2 (Q1) = H 0 (QT), L 2 (aQ"r) = H 0 (aQ1) and so on 
with the norms II I lor, II lla.or, respectively. 

Using the above notations we define Lp(O, T; H"(Q)), L~(O, T; H 8(Q)), where p ~ 1 
is real, by the following norms: 

T T 

(J" )1/p 
~ llullf . .odt , (J IIDfullf.ndtf'P. 

0 0 

Therefore we can introduce 

I 

IItp(Q1) = n L~-t (0, T; H 1(D)) with the norm I j11,,,,.ar. 
1-k 

For p = 2 we have Il~(Q1) = Ill, 2 (!J1) and I lt,a:,.or. 
Introducing the space of traces n•-tl2 (aQ), ns-tf2 (aD1), we can define 

1 

IIt;'2(aQ1) = n L~- 1 (0, T; H 1
-

1
'
2(aD)), k ~ 1, with the norm I lt-tf2,k,p,a.ar. 

l=k 

Moreover, we introduce the weighted Sobolev spaces H!(Dl), ~ ~ 0, with the norm 

We also define H~(Ql) = L 2 ,a.(Q1), and so on. 
At last we introduce Lp(Q) with the norm II llo,p,.o and a Banach space Fi(Q) with 

the norm 
I 

llullrl(m = lul,,k,.O = ~ IID:- 1ullt.n· 
l=k 

For convenience the following spaces will be introduced: 

I 

fit,(QT) = n L~(O, T, H 1
-

1(Q)), 
l•k 

and f~(Q) 
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with the norm 
I 

llull;:l<.o> = 2: IID;uiit-t,.o· 
i=k 

Further, by Jul we denote the Euclidean norm, where u may be a vector or matrix. 

4. Existence of solutions of the problem (2.3) 

In this section we shall consider the following problem: 

I 

Lu = Eu,+ 2: A1(x, t)ux,+D(x, t)u = F(x, t), 
i=k 

(4.1) ulr=o = uo(x), 

Mula.o = g(x', t), x' E an, 
where M is described by Eq. (2.5). By [2] the proof of the existence of solutions to the 
problem (4.1) can be restricted to getting an a priori estimate only. Moreover, using 
a partition of unity it is sufficient to obtain this estimate in a half space only. Therefore,. 
in this section we assume that n = {x e R3 :x1 > 0}, an= {x e R3 :x1 = 0}; more
over, we denote x' = (xh x 3). To obtain an a priori estimate we assume that a solution 
of the problem (4.1) is sufficiently smooth. 

LEMMA 4.1. 
(a) Let A- and A+ be sets of negative and positive eigenvalues of the matrix -A,.,. 

respectively. Let u- E ker(A +A-E) for each A- E A- and u+ E ker(A,. +A+ E) for each 
.A,+ eA+. 

Let 

(4.2) 

and 

(4.3) 

0 < c ~ minmin(- .A,-), 
a.or A-

max max A+ ~ c1 , 
a.or A+ 

where c0 , c1 are constants. 
(b) Let DE L«J(O, t; H 2(n)), A 1 E L«J(O, t; H 3 (n)), i = 1, 2, 3, and there exists a 

constant oc such that 

3 3 

(4.4) max(2JDI+ 2: IAt,x 1) ~ c(2: IA,I3,3,«J,.o'+IDI2,2,oo,.o') ~ 
2
a. 

D' 1=1 
1 

1=1 

(c) Let FE L2 ,a.(!J'). Then the following estimate 

(4.5) f u2e- 2«ttfxl:=o +a .r u2e- 2«tdxdt+ Co .r u2e- 2cxtdx' dt 
o D' an' 
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(4.5) 
{cont.] 

~ (co+ct) .[ (u+) 2e-zrJ.tdx'dt+ ~ J [Fl 2e-(1.1dxdt 
ant nt 

holds, when u+ = Mu. 
Proof. Multiplying Eq. (4.1)1 by ue- 2 rJ.t and integrating by parts, we obtain 

! J u2e- 2(1.'dx+ 2cx J u2e-ZrJ.tdx+ J Anu · ue- 2(1.1dx' 
n n an 

3 

= J (2Du · u- 2 A1,x,u · u}e- 2rJ.tdx+ 2 J F· ue- 2 (1.1dx. 
n i=l n 

Using the Young inequality and the assumptions (b), (c) we get 

J u2e- 2 (1.1dxl:=o+cx J u2e- 2 (1.1dxdt+ J Anu· ue- 2 (1.1dx'dt ~ ! J 1Fl 2e- 2rx.'dxdt. 
n nt ant nt 

At last the assumption (a) implies the estimate (4.5). This concludes the proof. 
As it was men~ioned in Sect. 2, we have to use a method of successive approximations 

to prove the existence of solutions of the problem (A1) + (A4). The nonlinearity of these 
problems needs sufficiently high regularity which must be such that x-+ u(t, ·) E H 3 (Q). 
Therefore the aim of this section is to get an a priori estimate for solutions of the problem 
(4.1) in H 3 • To do this we consider the problems 

LD~.x'u = D~.x,F+(LD~.xu-D~.x'Lu), 

(4.6) 

where 

Ia! = I, 2, 3 

and the right-hand side ofEq. (4.6)z must be calculated from Eq. (4.1) 1 • 

LEMMA 4.2. 

Suppose that i = (A 1 , A 2 , A3 , D), Ai Ell8,oo(Q'), i = 1, 2, 3, D Ell8,oo(Q1
) and 

that there exist numbers c5, c51 such that 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Suppose 

3 

.2;1Ati3,0,oo,nr+ IDI3,0,oo,nt ~ c5, 
i=l 

max IA1 1
1 ~ c51. nt . 

(4.9) FE H~(Q,), g E H~(aQ,), where a= 1, 2, 3, u0 E H 3 (Q). 
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Then there exist polynomials p = p,(b1 , b) and q = qa{b1 , b) such that the following 
estimate 

(4.10) Jul;,o,ne- 2a.t + ; JluJJ;,nr,cx+coJiuJJ:,anr,cx ~ Pa(bl, b) (IIFII;,D',a.+ IFI;-t,o,nlt=O) 

+qa(~l, b) llgll;,an',a.+ lul:,o.nlt=O 

is valid, where (J = 1, 2, 3 and there exists a polynomials ra{b), ea(bl, b) such that ea(~l' 
b) < ac and 

(4.11) 

Proof. Let us consider the case a = 1. Considering the problem (4.6) for a = 1 from 
the estimate (4.5), we get 

(4.12) J JD:.x.ul 2e- 2a.tdxl:=o+(l J IDl,x,ul 2e- 2a.tdxdt 
D D' 

+Co J IDl,x·ul 2e- 2a'dx' dt ~(co +ct) J IDl,x·gl 2e- 2a.tdx'dt 
on' ont 

where the last term is estimated by 

(4.13) 

Using 

(4.14) 

and the assumptions (4.7) and (4.8), the expression (4.13) is bounded by 

(4.15) : b2 [(bib2 +1) J (!Dl,x,ul 2 +lul 2)e- 2a'dxdt+ J IFI 2e- 2a.'dxdt]. 
D' D' 

Assuming 

(4.16) 

by Eqs. (4.5), (4.12), (4.13) ad (4.15), we obtain 

(4.17) J (IDl,x' ul 2 + lul 2)dxe- 2a.tl:=o + ; J (IDl, x'ul 2 + lul 2)e- 2a.'dxdt 
D ~ 

+co J (ID,1,x·ul2 +lul 2
)-

2a.'dx'dt ~ (c0 +ct) J (1Df.x,gl 2 +lgl2)e- 2a.tdx'dt 
an' on' 

4 Arch. Mecb. Stos. 5/87 
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(4.17) 
(cont.) 

+c f (1Df.x.FI 2+IFI2)e- 2<Xtdxdt. 
D' 

From Eq. (4.14) 

(4.18) llux1 115.n ~ c[IIFII5,n+ ~2 (11Df.x,ull5,n+ llull5.n)], 

llux 1 115,n',<X ~ c[IIF115.nt,IX+ ~2 (11Dl.x,ull5.nt,IX+ llull6.nt,IX)] 

so Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) imply the estimate (4.10) for a= 1 where c(a+ 1) ~ p1 (~2), 
c(c0 +c1) ~ q1 (~) hence p 1 , q1 are polynomials of the first and sixth order, respectively. 

because c1 ~ cmaxjdetA1 1 ~ c~6• 
Let us consider the case a = 2. From Eqs. ( 4.5) and ( 4.6) we have 

(4.19) J 1Dtx,ul2dxe- 21Xtl:=o+cx J ID'f.x,ul 2e- 21Xtdx'dt 
n nt 

+co J 1Dtx,UI2e- 21X1dx'dt ~ (co+ct) J IDL,,gl 2e- 21Xtdx'dt 
en' ant 

where the last term is estimated by 

(4.20) ~ f [1Df.x·Al 2 IDl,xul 2 + 1Df.x,AI2 !Dl.x·Dl.xul2 + 1Df.x,DI2 lul 2 

nt 

+ lDl,x,DI 21Df.x,ul 2 ]e- 21Xtdxdt ~ : ~2 [IID'f.xull5.n',IX+ llulli,nr,IX]. 

To estimate the first term at the right-hand side of the inequality ( 4.20), we shall consider 
the following inequalities (where Eq. (4.14) is used): 

(4.21) 11Dl,x,Di1 ull5.nt,IX ~ c~i ~2 IID~. x•ull5,nt,IX+cr2(~i, ~2)(11ulli,nt,IX+ IIFJli,nt,IX), 

where rk is a polynominal of the k degree. 

(4.22) IID;1 ull5,n',<X ~ c~1~2 (~2 +1)11Dtx•ull5,nt,IX+cr4(~i, ~2)llulli.n',IX 

+cr3(~i, ~2)11FIIf.nr,<X· 
Using 

fcx 2 

(4.23) c~H~i+1)~4(~2 +1) ~ 2 

from Eqs. (4.19) ...;- (4.22) we have 

(4.24) 

+ c0 J ID'f.x,ul 2e- 21Xtdx'dt ~(co +ct)I!Df.x,gll~.anr,IX 
ant · 
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Moreover, we have to calculate 

(4.25) 11Dl,x,Di1 uii5.n+IIDi1ull5.n ~ crJ(~L ~2)[1Fif.o,n+ 2; IID:,x.ull5,nl· 
s<2 

Therefore from Eqs. ( 4.24) and ( 4.25) we get 

(4.26) IID~xuil5,ne- 2cxf + 
2
cx IID1.xull5.n',cx+coiiD1,x'Uli5,an'," 

1t=O 

~ (co +c1)IID~ x'gli5,an'. cx+cr3(~f, ~2)(11FIItn',cx+ IFif. o, ne- 2«' 
+ crs( ~i, ~2)llull i. n', "' 

From the energy inequality for the operator a I at we have 

(4.27) 

so by Eqs. (4.26) and (4.10) for a = 1, we obtain the estimate (4.10) for a= 2, where 
ccx- 1 rs(~i, ~)q1(~1' ~) ~ q2(~1' ~), c[r3(~i, ~2)+cx- 1rs(~i, ~2)P1(~1' ~)] ~ P2(~1' ~). 

Let us consider the case a= 3. From Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) we obtain 

(4.28) IID~x·UII~.ne-lcxt / : = o+ cxiiD~ x'uli5.n',"+collD~x'Uii5,an',cx 

where the last term is estimated by 

where p 1 , p,2 are polynomials. Assuming that 

(4.30) 

Eq. (4.28) and (4.29) imply 

(4.31) IID~x,uii5.ne- 2cxr / : = o+ ; IID~x,uli~.D',cx+coliD~x'UII5.an',cx 

~ (co +c1)11D~x,gii5. an'•"+ ft3( ~1, b)IIFII~. D', ex+ #4( ~1, <5)ilull5, .a',cx' 

where p, 3 , p,4 are polynomials. At last we have 

3 

(4.32) 2; IID:;;;~D~ 1 uii5,n ~ P,s(~1' ~)(IIDt,x,uli5.n+IFli,o.n)+p,6(<51, b)iuli,o,n, 
11=1 

where p,5 , p 6 are polynomials. Using Eq. (4.27) for v = 2, from Eqs. (4.29), (4.31) and (4.32) 
we get Eq. (4.10) for a = 3. This concludes the proof. 

4* 
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Using [2] we get 
THEOREM 4.1. 

w. M. ZAJf\CZKOWSKI 

Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 be satisfied and u0 !a.a = 0. Then there exists a unique 
solution of the problem (4.1) such that u Ellg, 00 (Qt)nH~(Qt)nH~(o!Jt), a = 1, 2, 3 and 
the estimate (4.10) is valid. 

In the end we add considerations about the relations between the problems (4.1) in 
a bounded domain and in the ·half-space. 

REMARK 4.1. 
First, to prove Theorem 4; 1 in a bounded domain it must be assumed that o!J E C3• 

Next, to find the relation between the problems (4.1) in a bounded Q and in R! we restrict 
the problem (4.1) to the neighbourhood Q of the boundary in which o!JnQ is described 
by the equation x1 = F(x') (where x = (x1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is the local coordinate system centered 
in the middle of o!Jr.Q, such that points with x1 > 0 belong to !J). By transformation 

(4.33) y' = x', y1 = x 1 -F(x'), 
3 

Q is transformed into the half-space y 1 > 0. Then -A· n = .J; As· ?'1 IY1,xl- 1 = A~, 
t= 1 uXs 

because ii = ( -1, Fx,)fy1 +F;, = - -:.y 1
, -:.y 1

, -:.Yt 2 YI,x . The characteristic · _ (a a a )( 3 
)-

1
'
2 

uX1 uX2 uX3 i= 1 t 

polynomial for the matrix -An has the form 

3 

, ~ a.v1 
A=i= =- L..J [ -v1 ±w,] ox , 

i=1 l 

has the same signs as A.=i= determined by the eigenvalues (2.2) because (Yt,x
1

' Yt,x
2

' Yt,x) 

has the opposite direction to ii (however, we have to assume additionally that the size 
of Q is sufficiently small and o!Jr.Q is sufficiently smooth). Therefore the boundary con
dition to the problem (4.1) and eigenvectors of the matrix -An (M remains unchanged) 
do not change after the transformation (4.33). 

5. Existence of solutions 

To prove the existence of solutions of the mixed problems (P1), (P2) formulated in 
Section 2 we shall use the following method of successive approximations: 

(5.1) 

m+l m+l m+l 
where u = (v, w) and 

3 m 
m+l '\"1 m m m+l (/-Vq) 

E Ut + tf; A 1(v, w) Ux 1 = O , 

m+ll 
u t = o = Uo, 

m+ll 
M, u s., = g,, 'V=1, ... ,4, 
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3 
m 2 m m m m 

L1 = div - v v -w w q f . ( i, "J J, x, I, "J 'J, "a)' 
1,} = 1 

m 

(5.2) 
iJq -a = h.,, v = I, 2, 3, 
n s., 

where v corresponds to the problem (A.,), v = I, .. . , 4. The forms of M.,, g.,, h, are descri
bed in the definition of (A,), v = I, ... , 4. Moreover, we assume 

0 

(5.3) u = u0 = (v0 , w0 ). 

The existence of solutions of the problems (5.1), (5.2) is well known. Therefore we can 
restrict our considerations to get an a priori estimate (independent of m) and convergence 
of the constructed sequence of solutions of the problems (5.1), (5.2). 

Let us consider· the problem (P 1). At first we shall obtain an a priori estimate. From 
Eqs. (5.1) (v = 1,4) and (4.IO) we have 

(5.4) 
m+l ex m+l m+l 
I u li,o. oo,.ore-lext+ T llullj,.or,ex+collulli.a.o',ex 

m m+l m 

~ S1 ( ~1, lu!J,O, oo, .or)[l U lj, o,.olr = o + 1lg11l~. Sf, ex+ IIVqllj, D', « 

m 

+ IVqlto, oo,.or+ llflli, .O', ex+ 1/li,o, oo, .or), 

where s1 is a polynomial determined by Eq. (4.10). From Eqs. (5.2) (v = 1,4) we obtain 

m m 

(5.5) lql4,2,oo,.o' ~ c(jdivfl2,o,oo,.o'+lul~.1,oo,.o'+lh113-1/2,1,oo,s~+lnl4-t/2, 2,oo,sV· 

m 
To estimate D~q we introduce a quantity ir: which is an extension of n such that n vani-
shes in the neighbourhood of S 1 and 

(5.6) 

m m 
Then q = q-n vanishes on S4 and instead of Eqs. (5.2) we shall consider the problem 

m 
for q which will be denoted by Eq. (5.2)'. Taking the third derivative with respect to t of 

m 
Eq. (5.2)', multiplying the result by D~ij and integrating over !l', one gets 

(5.7) IIVD~~IIb• = J Un m~D:~-ii· DUD:~)+ J mt· vD:~ 
. ~ ~ 

- J vn:nvn:~+ J D:(vvvv-VwVw)D~~-
.a' D' 
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Using 

m 
theorems of imbeddings and the Poincare inequality (because lils

4 
= 0), one has 

(5.8) ID~~It ..... o•.;; c(JI :n m~il:l +IID:/11~\+IIDUIID• 

Therefore from Eqs. (5.5), (5.6) and (5.8) we obtain 
m 

(5.9) lql~.l.«>,D' ~ c(IIDthtllir+lhtli-lt2,t,oo,s~+lnll-t/2,l,«>,s! 
m m m 

+ IIDtflli~ + lflto. «>,.or)+ clultt, «>, .or(lul~.o. oo, .or+ IID:ull~.o')· 

Introducing the notations 
m m m m 

X
2 = lul~.o,oo,.o'+llulli,.or+llull~.a.or, 

(5.10) K1 = l=l~ . o . .olt=o+llfll~ . .o'+lfli,o,oo,.o'+lnl4-1/2t'l,«>,S!' 

K2 = IID:fll~r+llgtlllsi+IID:htii~I+Ihtl~-tt2,t,oo,s~, 
from Eqs. (5.4) and (5.9) one gets 

m+l m m 111 

(5.11) x2 ~ St(<5t, x)[Kt +K2 +tx4]esl(dt,x>t, 
m 

where ex = s2 ( <5 1 , x). Hence we have proved 
LEMMA 5.1. 
Suppose 

m 

a) lul3, o,nlt=o are bounded for each m; 
b) fe H 3(.Q')()Il 3 (.Q') n eii4 -

112 (S') o!J c C4 • 2, «> ' 1, «> 4 ' ' 
c) DtfeL2(SD, Kt eH3 (SD, h1 eiil,-~12 (SD, D:h1 eL2 (SD. 

Then there exist sufficiently small t0 , Kf, K~ and X 1 (t0 , Kr, K~) such that for t ~ t0 , 

Kt~ KA, i = I, 2, and for solutions of the problem (P1), we have 
m+l 

(5.I2) x ~ X1{t0 , Kf, K~), m = 0, I, .... 

Let us consider the problem {P2). From Eqs. (5.I) (v = 2, 3, 4) and (4.10) we have 

(5.I3) 
m+l ex m+l m+l 
I u li,o,oo,.o'e- 2cxt+ yllulli,.o',cx+collulli,a.o',cx 

ru m+l 
3 

~ St(<51, lui3,0,c:.o,.o'HI u 13,o.nlt=o+ .2; IIKtlli.s~,cx 
i=2 

m m 

+ JjVqii~.D',cx+ IVqli.o, c:.o,n'+ 11/lli,D',cx+ 1/li,o, c:.o,nr]. 
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Similarly as above we get 

(5.14) 

Equations (2.20) and (2.21) imply 

(5.15) IIDfhvll;!+ lhvlj-1/2,I,oo,st ~ c[!!Dffll~!+lfl~.o,oo,.ot 
m m 

+(lui~. 1. oo, .at+ IIDf ull~.ot )le,l~-112, 1, oo, s! + IIDi e, II~!], 

where v = 2, 3, e2 = cc, e3 = {3. Using the notations (5.10)1 , 2 and 

(5.16) 

from Eqs. (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15) we obtain 

m+l m m m 111 

(5.17) X 2 ~ s1(~t,x)[K1 +K3 +tx2(1+K3 x2)]l2(«5t,x)t. 

Therefore we have carried out the proof. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
Let the assumptions a, b of Lemma 5.1 be satisfied and 
d. DfjEL2 (S!), e, Ellt-;-~'2 , (S!), Die, EL2 (S!), g.EH3 (S!), v = 2, 3, e2 = cc, 

e3 = f3. 
Then there exist sufficiently small t~, K~, K; and X2(t~, K~, K;) such that for t ~ t', 
K1 ~ K~, K 3 ~ K~, and for solutions of the problem (P2) the following estimate 

(5.18) 

holds. 
m+l 

m+l 
x ~ X2 (t' K~, K;), m = 0, 1, ... , 

Now to estimate I u 13 , o . .olt=o we must consider the following problems obtained 
from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2): 

(5.19) m+l ( 
3 

m m+l m)l n:+ 1 u lt.o = n: -2: A,(u) Ux, +f-Vq ' 
1=1 t::aO 

and 
m m m m m 

L1Dlqlt.o = D;(divf-(VvVv-VwVw))lt.o, 

(5.20) 
a m 
an .V:qlt.o = D;h,lt.o on s., v = 1, 2, 3, 

m 

n:qlt.o = n:nlt-o on s4, 

where s = 0, I, 2. We consider simultaneously the problems (P1) and (P2) where the 
expressions in brackets { } are for (P2} and replace the expression before { }. It is sufficient 
to consider only the time derivatives in ju!J,o,.o· From Eq. (5.19) we have 
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m+l m m+l 
(5.21) liD: u (O)lla ~ a(IID:f(O)IIa, IID:Vq(O)IIa, IIDf Ux (O)IIn), 

where x(O) = X!t = 0 and fJ describes polynomial type dependence. Now from the problem 
(5.20) we have 

m 

(5.22) IIVDfq(O)Ila ~ c(IID:ht(O)IIst {IID:h2(0)11s2+11Dth3(0)11s3} 
m m --

+ IID:f(O)IIst + IIDff(O)lla+ IIVDfn(O)IIa+ IIDt(VuVu)(O)IIa} 

and from Eq. (5.19) we get 

m+1 m m+l 
(5.23) IID:v u (O)IIn ~ (J(IIDlVf(O)IIn, IIDfV2 q(O)IIn, IIDV2 u (O)IIn)· 

Therefore we have to estimate the second and third norms in the right-hand side of the 
inequality (5.23). By Eq. (5.20) we have 

m m m 

(5.24) 11Dlq(O)II2,a ~ c(IIDff(O)IIt,n+ IIDf(VuVu)(O)IIn+ IIDf ht(O)IIt/2, s1 

• {IIDl h2(0)11t/2, s2 + IIDf h3(0)11t/2, sl} + IIDf n(0)113/2,s4) 

and by Eq. (5.19) 

m+l m mm 

(5.25) liD: u (O)II2.a ~ (J(II/(0)112.u, llq(O)II3,.(h IIV3(uu)(O)IIn)· 

At last we have to estimate 

m 

(5.26) llq(O)II3,D ~ c(ll/(0)112, a+ lluoll3, n+ lln(O)IIs/2, s4 + llht (0)113/2, s1 

Hence we have obtained 
LEMMA 5.3 

• {llh2(0)113/2,S:& + llh3(0)113/2,S;~} ). 

Let a) an E C4
, D:f(O) E L2(S1), /(0) E F5{D), Uo E H 3(D), n E F~12 (S4), b) h,(O) E 

Fl12(S,), D:h,(O) e L 2 (Si), where i = 1 for (P1) and i = 2, 3 for (P2). 
Then lul3, o,alt=o is estimated by norms of quantities described in the assumptions 

a and b. 
REMARK 5.1 
To satisfy the assumption b of Lemma 5.3 we have to assunte thatb(O), d(O) e Fl- 1 '2 (S1 )~ 

Dlb(O), Dtd(O) E L2(St) for i = 1 and ei(O) E r: (S;), Dtei(O) E L2(Si) for i = 2, 3' 
where e2 = oc, e3 = {1. 

m m m m m-l m m m-1 
To prove convergence of {u, q} we introduce U = u- u , Q = q- q , and we shall 

show it in IIJ,oo(Qt)nH1(Qt)nH1 (oQt) and III(Qt), respectively. From Eqs. (5.1) and 
m m 

(5.2) the following problems for differences U, Q are obtained: 

3 3 m 
m+1 \"1 m m+l ~ m m (VQ) 

E Ut + 6-f At(u) Ux,+ 6-; At(U)ux1 =- O , 

m+l 

(5.27) U lt=-0 = 0, 
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m+1 
M, U Is., = 0, P = 1, ... , 4, 

(
1 0 0) -£1 m m m m m-1 m m m-1 

O ) u,p., {} = v- v , !J = w- w , £ 1 = 0 I 0 , 
0 0 1 

0 0 

U = u = u0 , and 

m 
3 

m m m-1 m m m m-1 m 
L1Q = - ~ ({}1 v1 , + v1 {}1 -D1 W1 - Wt !J. ) .~ 'XJ •x1 •xJ •x1 •x1 •x1 •x1 Jox1 ' 

'· J = 1 

(5.28) oQJ on =H.,, 
Sv 

p = 1, 2, 3, 

m 

Qls4 = 0, 
where 

3 2 

(5.29) H1 = ;, ~ Vn"e,,- ~ ~~~J-=i1 • Ve,,+;,[e,,divli 
k=1 }=1 

2 

+ ~ (T1 • Ve1 .,.1 +e1~1 div"T1)], i = 2, 3, 
I= 1 

m m m m m m 
where a2 = {}-D, a 3 = {}+D, e2 = ex, e3 = {3. 

Using Lemma 4.2 for a = I from Eq. (5.27) one has 

(5.30) 
m+1 ex m+1 m+1 m 

I U/i.o, oo, n'+ 2ll Ullf.nr+coll Ullt,aa• ~ CPt (151, 15)1Qit t,nre
2

cxt 

and from Eq. (5.28) 

m m m 
(5.31) IQI2,2,oo,n' ~ c(lul3, 3, oo,nriUit,t,oo,n'+K), 

3 

where K = 0 for the problem (P1) and K = ~ 1Htl 112, 0 , oo, si for (P2). 
1=2 

m 

Comparing Eq. (5.30) with Eq. (5.31) we see that D,DxQ must be estimated too. 
To do this we consider the time derivative of the problem (5.28). Then, after repeating 
the considerations which were necessary to get Eq. (5.8), we have 

m m m-1 m m 
(5.32) IIVD,QIInr ~ c(lul3,2, oo,n•+ lul3,2, oo,n' )(I Ult,o, oo,D' +II Ullt,anr). 

At last, from Eqs. (5.30) + (5.32) we obtain 

m+1 m+1 m+l _ _ _ m m 

(5.33) I U lf.o.oo,n•+ IIUIIi.nr+ IIUIIf.an' ~ s3(15t,_ X,)es4 <61'x,>tXl(IUii.o. oo,n'+ IIUIIi.aa•), 

where s3 , s4 are polynomials, ~ = X 1 for the problem (P1), i = I, 2. Therefore for suffi-
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m m 
ciently small X1, i = 1, 2, Eq. (5.33) implies that the sequence {u, q} converge in the 
above mentioned spaces. Let us assume 

(5.34) aD E C\ Vo, WoE H 3(!J), feiig(Q')nH3 (!l), n eiJt-1' 2 (Si), 

(v0 , w0 ) satisfy the assumptions (C,), i = 1, ... , 4 (see also Remarks 5.3 and 5.6); 

(5.35) Dlfe L2 (S1), b, d eiit-112(Sf)nlij(Sl), 

(5.36) Dlfe L2(S~)nL2 (S~), e, eiJt-112(S)niij(SD, where i = 2, 3, e2 =ex, 

e3 = {:J. 

Hence we can formulate the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM. Let Eqs. (5.34), (5.35) (or (5.36)) be satisfied. Assume that time t0 (or t~) 

and data functions are so small that Eq. (5.12) (or Eq. (5.18)) holds, Equation (5.33) implies 
the convergence of the considered sequences and Remark 5.3 must be taken into conside
ration. Moreover, let the compatibility condition (2.22) hold. In the case of the problem 
(P1), we assume additionally that Eq. (2.13) is valid on S 1 • 

Then there exists a unique solution of the problem (P1) (or (P2)) such that 

(5.37) u eii3. oo(D')nH3 (lJ')nH3 ((J!J'), q ellf(!J'), t ~ to( or t ~ t1). 

REMARK 5.2 
From Eq. (5.37) and theorems of imbedding-it follows that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), initial 

and boundary conditions are satisfied classically. 
REMARK 5.3 
Proving the existence of solutions of the problems (P1), (P2 ) the conditions v,.j 51 < 0, 

.w,.ls1 < 0, etc., must be assumed. Moreover, the eigenvalues (2.2) must be separated from 
zero also. Assuming that they are separated from zero in the initial moment (we assume 
stronger restrictions: v0 • iils1 ~ -a0 < 0, etc.) by the continuity of solutions with 
respect to time we can satisfy them for sufficiently small time also. This is the other restric
tion on the existence time. 

REMARK 5.4 m m 
At each step a solution of the problems (5.1), (5.2) is such that div v =F 0, divw =F 0, 

m = 1, 2, ... ,. To show that 

m m 
(5.38) limdivv = limdivw = 0 

m-+0 m-+0 

we apply the divergence operator to Eq. (5.1) and use Eq. (5.2) so we obtain the problem 

m+l 
3 

m m+l m m+l 
Xr +}; B,(u) Xx, = H(u, u ), 

1=1 

(5.39) m+l m+l 
Xlr=o=O, Nxls,.=O, v=1, ... ,4, 

m+l m+l 
where the boundary conditions (2.8) for v , w were used. Moreover, 
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3 

2 
m m+1 m m+1 

where H = [-v {} + ro !J ] 
1 . ''"J J,x, loxJ J, x1 ' 

1,,; = 1 

3 

~ 
m m+1 m m+1 

H = ro {} -v !J 
2 . [ i, xJ j, "' i, "J J, x,] • 

l,} = 1 

m m+l 
Then from lim H(u, u ) = 0 Eqs. (5.39) imply Eq. (5.38). 

m-+oo 

At last we shall discuss the uniqueness problem for solutions of (P 1) and (P 2). 

REMARK 5.5 
Let us assume that we have two different solutions (u;, qi), i = I, 2, of the problems 

(P 1) and (P 2). Then, repeating considerations which imply Eq. (5.33), we obtain it in the 
m+l m 

form where U and U are replaced by U = u1 - u2 • Therefore we get uniqueness for 

sufficiently small X;, i = I, 2. Thus we obtain uniqueness for solutions of class Cl+cz(!Jt) 
in IIJ, 00 (!Jt) x H1 (!J!) x H 1 

( o!Jt) and the bound on t is determined in the Theorem. 

REMARK 5.6 
Consider the problem Lu = f, uit=o = uo = (vo, ro0 ), Mu!an = g, where ulan does 

not vanish in general. Introduce a function ro such that u- wlan vanishes in a neigh
bourhood of o!J. Therefore we consider the problem: Lu' =f-Lw = f', u'lt=o = 

= Uo- roit=o = u~, Mu' \an = g- Mro\an ·= g' and u = u' + ro. Hence knowing that 
u'Jan jt=O = 0 some compatibility conditions on g' for t = 0 must be added. 
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